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Hairy Serama’s 
                    a closer look

Silkied Serama come in lots of different feather qualities

At the Cajun Show and fi rst at Jerry’s I was surpri-
sed by the good feather quality of the tails and 
wings of the silkied Serama of the roo’s. Having 
only my own silkied as reference I did not like 
them ‘chewed by the rats on’ as Lee Fairleigh once 
called them. Looking at one of my silkied roo’s 
a perfect description of the ragged and broken 
feathers of the tail, awefull.
Silkied is caused by the silky gene and it’s recessi-
ve. A bird carrying one 
gene is smooth feat-
hered and with two 
its a silkied. Genes are 
supposed to do their 
work like this: they 
are switched on or 
off or are ‘covered’ by 
others, and nothing in 
between.

That contradicted with 
what I saw in the US 
silkied Serama and after 
paying good attention to 
the ‘real’ Silkies!
First my reference the ‘rat 
chewed tail’ and another 
silkied Serama with less 
bad tail but very narrow 
feathers while everybody 
knows the broader the feather the better the silkied ap-
pearence, made me reconsider the ‘on’ and ‘off’ habit of a 
gene. Working on the genetics book of chicken colors for 
dummies I had several discussions about variable expres-
sion of genes. Of course there is more than DNA and all 
the genes on it but the infl uences of (m)RNA and all other 
minor different expressions due to the infl uence of other 
genes can not cause such phenotypical differences.
Because I’m a genetic dummie myself I can only take a 
close look at what I see.

So stick to the visual part and not dive into genetics be-
cause in the silkied Serama’s AND also Silkies things don’t 
behave as they should... according to the books.

First I want you to meet Giddy Up, the most ugly roo I’ve 
ever had, regardless his breed being Serama, he’s terrible 
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others, and nothing in 

Ugly Giddy Up chewed on by the rats... main tail is in 
growth, just changed the feathers (bottom pic).

Giddy Up and Garamond have a different body-
shape where Giddy is cone shaped like a game bird, 

Garamond is more slender.
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looking. It’s his crazy character that makes me like him.
The silky gene is a ‘loss-gene’ it destroys what nature has 
in mind. Like another ‘loss-gene’ : frizzled. The silky gene 
destroy’s the hooks on the fl ag of the feather causing hair.  
It also has a bad infuence on the strength of the feather, 
the nerve, the centre, is also splitting at the end of the 
feather. It causes feather breakage and almost bold not 
insulated birds when the feathers aren’t broad enough 
to produce enough fl uff to keep the warm air ‘inside’. The 
harder the feather the easier it breaks, the softer the bet-
ter so. Silkies in Europe are carrying more Cochin/Peking 
bantam blood than Silky blood due to mixes to improve the 

Garamond has some longer feathers but nothing 
in comparison to the US silkied I saw.

Striking is the narrowness of the feathers, the 
main sickles are as narrow as a pencil. Which is 

twice as narrow as the smoothed feathered ones.

round shape. Cochin/Peking bantams are famous for their 
broad feathers. Therefore the todays Silkies look far more 
fl uffi er than their ancesters (also type has to do with that 
of course).

Because at our place are lots of ‘real’ Silkies, I took a closer 
look at the feather quality and compared the silky feathers 
of the Serama and those of the Silkies. See next page.

Typey and with a normal 
tail. Roo owned and bred 

by Jerry Schexnayder. (USA)

Another silkied Serama of 
Jerry Schexnayder. (USA)
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As expected the Silky feathers are much broader than those 
of my Serama. In the case of Giddy Up with his very short 
tailfeathers the demolition caused by the silky 
gene prevents the feather to grow in length. You 
can see that on the big photo top left, one of the 
lesser sickels.

So what to do to improve the ‘bad’ silkied Sera-
ma’s?
Solution: crossbreed them with smooth feathered 
is the trick I heard in the US. 
That bothers me a bit because as you can see 
there are gradations in silkied-ness, so there are 
also gradations is smoothness. What will happen 
with the smooth feather quailty of the offsping of 
silkied x smooth? In my opinion, if the silky gene is capable 
of variable expression (is this true???) it will soften and 
make the smooth feathers more lose, because the hooks 
are less strong to hold the fl ag of the feather in shape. Is 
this true? Is the mixing of silkied x smooth the cause of the 

A roo at the Cajun 
Show ‘07, also with 

long hackle. Obviously 
the silkied Serama 

have shorter wing-
feathers which is an 

advantage when the 
wing is carried straight 

down.

Of course ‘my’ silkied Serama are not as they should be. But therefore perfect to compare with the feather quality of the 
Silkies. Upper left corner is a feather of roo Giddy Up, he has broad feathers but they miss total length. It’s not breakage, 
they just don’t grow longer. The other Serama feathers are from Garamond with his very narrow feathers. The Silky 
feathers show very long ‘hairs’. If you glue the hairs together so they become a normal feather you see the broadness, 
like Chabo/Peking bantams. The two feathers on the bottom, the cream Serama one and the red Silky one are body or 
wingbow feathers.
For the Standard Silky primaries, secondaries and tailfeathers should be 1/3 ragged and 2/3 smooth.

Serama feathers Silky feathers

softness of the smooth Serama’s as we saw at the Cajun 
show so often? In other words, if we want to improve the 
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smooth   &   silkied

This is odd and genetically impossible, a Silky hen that be-
came smooth feathered over the years. She’s now 7 years old 
(2000) and still in the breeding pen. The feathers are extre-
mely broad as in the Cochin/Peking bantam.

A silkied Silky (great great grand daughter). Notice the 
ragged feather ends of the wings, should be 1/3 of the 

length. Tail totally fl uffy in comparison to the smooth tail 
above.
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feather quality of the silkied, do we destroy the feather 
quality of the smooth feathered? Causing them to be very 
soft feathered? And when the smooth Serama is very soft 
feathered the outlines of the bird, the contour, is desturbed 
by the fl uffyness?
On the score card there is ‘Feather quality’.
During judging on the Cajun show I learned what that 
means: we want the Serama to have feathers that follow 
the bodyshape, not fl uffy ones. I’m not talking about dry 
feathers that tend to curl a bit due lack of moist. When the 
feathers of the Serama become harder they will less suffer 
from curls when they are kept inside most time of the year. 

I think we should do some investigations if possible on the 
feather quality of offspring that carries one silky gene, so 
the heterozygous Serama for silky gene.

Back to the Cajun show, judging the roo’s, best examples 
of feather quality due to their long hackle and saddle 
feathers, there were two roo’s that met the wished quality 
in dozens of them.

During the show it was proven the overall feather quality 
of the Serama is too soft. Lots of feathers of the smooths 
are narrow too with a too large part fl uff.
Breeding a new breed takes time and the existing popu-
lation sets the standards how to improve it according to 
future goals. The smooth and silkied feather qualities are 
therefore also a point of attention, next to type, combsize 
etc. Nobody can say breeding Serama’s is NOT a challange!

Although the wingfeathers are ragged (wire?) a lot the tail is 
there and the feathers are nicely broad.  Another roo of Jerry. 

(USA)

Smooth is dominant over Silkied what’s why it’s written with a capital.

P: smooth H+  x silkied h
F1: H+/h = smooth
F2: H+  h
H+ H=/H+  H+/h
 1  2
h H+/h  h/h
 3  4
1: homozygous, smooth
2 and 3: heterozygous, smooth (1 dose smooth, 1 dose silkied) looks smooth
4: homozygous, silkied

 Parents  Roo
 Hen smooth H+/H+ inpure smooth H+/h silkied h/h____________________________________________________________________

 smooth 100% H+/H+ 50% H+/H+ 100% H+/h
 H+/H+  50% H+/h____________________________________________________________________

 inpure 50% H+/H+ 25% H+/H+ 50% H+/h
 smooth 50% H+/h 50% H+/h 50% h/h
 H+/h  25% h/h____________________________________________________________________

 silkied 100% H+/h 50% H+h 100% h/h
 h/h  50% h/h____________________________________________________________________
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Scheme Smooth (H+) x  Silkied (h)


